How to import your products into the SISSA Digital Library from ORCID
ORCID stands for **Open Researcher and Contributior ID** useful for the unique identification of authors

- The ORCID profile collects the scientific publications indicated by the author from external databases: (CrossRef, DataCite, Researcher ID, Scopus...)

- You can import your publications into the Institutional Repository SISSA Digital Library from your ORCID profile
The first step for creating an ORCID profile is to connect to the site:

http://www.orcid.org
DISTINGUISH YOURSELF IN THREE EASY STEPS

ORCID provides a persistent digital identifier that distinguishes you from every other researcher and, through integration in key research workflows such as manuscript and grant submission, supports automated linkages between you and your professional activities ensuring that your work is recognized. Find out more.

1. REGISTER
   Get your unique ORCID identifier. Register now! Registration takes 30 seconds.

2. ADD YOUR INFO
   Enhance your ORCID record with your professional information and link to your other identifiers (such as Scopus or ResearcherID or LinkedIn).

3. USE YOUR ORCID ID
   Include your ORCID identifier on your Webpage when you submit publications, apply for grants, and in any research workflow to ensure you get credit for your work.

MEMBERS MAKE ORCID POSSIBLE!

ORCID is a non-profit organization supported by a global community of organizational members, including research organizations, publishers, funders, professional associations, and other stakeholders in the research ecosystem.

Curious about who our members are? See our complete list of member organizations.
Click on «Register for an ORCID ID»
Fill in the highlighted fields:

**Privacy field:**

«Everyone»: Information can be seen by anyone visiting the site or using ORCID’s public APIs

«Trusted parties» (Limited): Information can be seen by any «Trusted parties» that you have authorized to connect to your ORCID record.
There are three ways to add works to your ORCID record yourself:

1) **Add works by direct import from other systems** (CrossRef, DataCite, Scopus...) – *Recommended*

2) **Import via BibTeX**

3) **Add works manually**
With «Search & link» you connect to external databases
ORCID works with our member organizations to make it easy to connect your ORCID ID and link to information in their records. Choose one of the link wizards to get started. More information about linking works.

Airiti
Enables users to import metadata from Airiti, including journal papers, proceedings, dissertation...

Australian National Data Service (ANDS) Registry
The Australian National Data Service (ANDS) Registry allows researchers to connect their ORCID...

BASE - Bielefeld Academic Search Engine
BASE is one of the world’s most voluminous academic search engines. It searches metadata about...

CrossRef Metadata Search
Import your publications from CrossRef’s authoritative, publisher-supplied metadata on over 70...

DataCite
Enable the DataCite Search & Link and Auto-Update services. Search the DataCite Metadata Stor...

Europe PubMed Central
Europe PubMed Central (Europe PMC) offers this tool to enable you to link anything in Europe P...

ISNI
When you grant your permission to an organization this becomes:

«Trusted organization»

Your «Trusted organization» are listed in your «ACCOUNT SETTINGS»
In «Account settings» you can modify your profile data.

You can also modify the «visibility preferences».
More information about ORCID:

https://orcid.org/help
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NEWS – PROBLEMS TO LOG IN IRIS?

Guides
Open Access

SISSA Preprints Archive

In the SISSA Preprints Archive are stored the not-referred manuscripts of the SISSA authors. Sending the pdf file of your preprint to preprint@sissa.it, you can demand that it is archived in the specific repository.
Choose «Profile» from the dropdown menu (under your name)
Choose the form «External IDs»
Enter your ORCID ID

Grant IRIS your authorization to collect your data from your ORCID profile

For information about ORCID click here

For information about scope ID click here

For information about researcher ID click here

Servizio di integrazione con con Italian National ORCID Hub
Per creare o risincronizzare un ORCID: clicca qui.
Autorizzazione concessa ad IRIS: Si
Per autorizzare ulteriori applicazioni attraverso l’HUB Nazionale ORCID cliccare qui.
At the end save your record
Come back on your «desktop products»

Choose «New Item»
Enter your ORCID ID

0000-0002-9241-7342

Search
1. Select your favourite ORCID record
2. Select the publication type
3. «Import selected records»